
N O T E: 

No.T/OP-Appreciation/MGS/15 
Mughalsarai, Dated: 06.01.16 

 
Sub: Good/Innovative works done by Operating 
        Department/MGS since 01.4.15. 

       --------------- 

1. About 35 Goods are run via platform daily to reduce divisional WTR 

below 1.0 from 1.14. 

 

2. Divisional stock is 100% online on cloud and printing of stock is 

completely eliminated i.e. 100% paperless. 

 

3. Divisional Store indent, issue and balance is all online and live. This 

not only creates an efficient and transparent system but also ensures 

timely recoupment and availability of each and every material. 

 

4. The indigenous system of Dak management has been developed using 

cloud computing, PDF+(searchable PDF) format and A2DF scanner 

eliminating requirement of manpower, fax and paper movement. 

 

5. 100% Crack running from MGS for BRWD and approx. 58% to 

GMO/GJD by MGS crew to improve sectional speed from 27.8 to 47.6 

kmph. 

 

6. Till date, signalling arrangements were on independent vertical upright 

poles. To overcome poor visibility at PF No.4/MGS signalling 

arrangements hanging from PF shed canopy has been done 

successfully. 

 

7. Age old system of caution orders on green cut /legal size paper has 

been restored apart from eliminating corrections (Zero Correction 

Caution) by printing cautions on daily basis for better reliability and 

eliminating chances of error by reducing work load of busy Station 

Masters. 

 

8. More than 100 rakes of food-grains for Bihar State Govt. was loaded 

replacing road transport through intensive marketing, timely 

availability of empties and setting up of co-ordination cell. 

 

9. Average 6 rakes traction change from electric to diesel for LKO route is 

done on platform eliminating requirement of additional TXR batch in 

Inter yard and reducing detention per rake by more than two hours. 

 



10. 12389/12390 used to have dismally poor punctuality on account of 

traction changing at MGS during busy hours. The train is being run 

directly by diesel ex-Gaya from pit line to ensure 100% punctuality 

over the last six months. 

 

11. 12397/12398 used to be re-scheduled on daily basis due to poor 

running of the link rake in down direction. This re-scheduling has 

been arrested to great extent this year by direct placement and 

departure of rake from pit line by train engine reducing one hour 

detention in each trip. 

 

12. MGS was the first division of ECR to implement single Motorman in 

100% MEMU rakes. 

 

13. With implementation of “Integrated Multi Block”, the block hours 

increased by 53.3% for Engineering and 67.8% for TRD with increase 

of 11.4% in throughput on Grand Chord. 

 

14. By fixed route working during NI/Mega Block, 17.4 % more trains were 

run during 4 NIs and 16 Diamonds/Points conversion on main route 

at MGS yard. 

 

15. MGS fly-over was made passenger fit and 6 Diamonds on the main 

line/GC were converted without any severe repercussion on 

coaching/goods trains. 
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